
When we approach the sensation of the impossible, 
our senses and emotions connect us strongly with 
the attention of what is happening, as well as the 

desire to go beyond. 
This show is directed towardsthe artistic beauty of 

that continuous risk, where bubbles approach to 
their physical limits and seem to overcome that red 
line in the perception of the spectator. The actors 
take you with their artistic workthrough fantastic 

stories, experiments, scientific details ... and a 
multitude of fun and informative elements around 

this fascinating idea and philosophy of the 
“impossible”. 

David Vega is a ephemeral artist from Spain with 
more than 15 years making theater shows all over 

the world, holder of a GuinnesRecord for the longest 
chain of bubbles in the world. He will lead the 

audience with his assistant Blinka (Carmen García 
Quismondo), to figures close to the impossible with 

unique performances in the world, reaching sizes 
never seen before. Vega will tell how what, at first 

seems impossible, can become a reality by guiding 
towards the correct perspective and the correct 

path. 
From the idea of “impossible”, he will tell the 

audience about little experiments, his own 
experiences, funny stories of great artists who went 

beyond what did not seem feasible. All in a very 
informative and humorous tone, to make it reach 

both the little ones and the adults who accompany 
them.
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